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Abstract
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are
empirically known to be invariant to moderate
translation but not to rotation in image classifi-
cation. This paper proposes a deep CNN model,
called CyCNN, which exploits polar mapping of
input images to convert rotation to translation.
To deal with the cylindrical property of the polar
coordinates, we replace convolution layers in con-
ventional CNNs to cylindrical convolutional (Cy-
Conv) layers. A CyConv layer exploits the cylin-
drically sliding windows (CSW) mechanism that
vertically extends the input-image receptive fields
of boundary units in a convolutional layer. We
evaluate CyCNN and conventional CNN models
for classification tasks on rotated MNIST, CIFAR-
10, and SVHN datasets. We show that if there is
no data augmentation during training, CyCNN sig-
nificantly improves classification accuracies when
compared to conventional CNN models. Our im-
plementation of CyCNN is publicly available on
https://github.com/mcrl/CyCNN
1. Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been very
successful for various computer vision tasks in the past few
years. CNNs are especially well suited to tackling problems
of pattern and image recognition because of their use of
learned convolution filters (LeCun et al., 1998; Krizhevsky
et al., 2012; Zeiler & Fergus, 2014; Simonyan & Zisserman,
2015; Szegedy et al., 2015; He et al., 2016). Deep CNN
models with some fine-tuning have achieved performance
that is close to the human-level performance for image clas-
sification on various datasets (Yalniz et al., 2019; Touvron
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et al., 2019).
CNN models are empirically known to be invariant to a
moderate translation of their input image even though the
invariance is not explicitly encoded in them (Goodfellow
et al., 2009; Schmidt & Roth, 2012; He et al., 2014; Lenc
& Vedaldi, 2014; Cohen & Welling, 2015; Jaderberg et al.,
2015; Cohen & Welling, 2016; Dieleman et al., 2016). This
invariance becomes a beneficial property of the CNN models
when we use them for image classification tasks. However,
it is also known that conventional CNN models are not
invariant to rotations of the input image. Such weakness
leads researchers to explicitly encode rotational invariance
in the model by augmenting training data or adding new
structures to it.
In this paper, we propose a rotation-invariant CNN, called
CyCNN. CyCNN is based on the following key ideas to
achieve rotational invariance:
• CyCNN converts an input image to a polar representa-
tion (Schwartz, 1977; Weiman & Chaikin, 1979; Wil-
son & Hodgson, 1992; Bolduc & Levine, 1998). Ro-
tation of an image becomes translation in such a polar
coordinate system.
• To deal with the cylindrical property of the polar coor-
dinate system, CyCNN uses cylindrical convolutional
(CyConv) layers. A CyConv layer exploits cylindri-
cally sliding windows (CSWs) to apply its convolu-
tional filters to its inputs. Conceptually, the CSW
mechanism wraps around the input, thus transforms
the input into a cylindrical shape. Then, a CyConv
layer makes its convolutional filters to sweep the entire
cylindrical input.
Figure 1 shows the structure of a CyCNN model. It first con-
verts an input image into a polar coordinate representation.
Then the converted image is processed through multiple
CyConv layers, non-linearity layers, and pooling layers to
extract feature maps of the image. Finally, fully connected
layers take the resulting feature map to produce a classifica-
tion result. Note that any conventional CNN can be easily
transformed to CyCNN by applying polar transformation
to the input, and replacing their convolutional layers with
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CyCNN: A Rotation Invariant CNN
Figure 1. The structure of CyCNN.
CyConv layers.
We evaluate some conventional CNN models and corre-
sponding CyCNN models for classification tasks on rotated
MNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100 datasets. We
show the rotational invariance of CyCNN models by compar-
ing their classification accuracies with those of the baseline
CNN models.
2. Related Work
There are several approaches to give invariance properties to
CNN models. It is a common practice to augment the train-
ing set with many transformed versions of an input image
to encode invariance in CNN models. Spatial transformer
networks (STN) (Jaderberg et al., 2015) explicitly allows
the spatial transformation of feature maps or input images
to reduce pose variations in subsequent layers. The transfor-
mation is learned by the STN module in the CNN without
any extra training supervision. TI-pooling layers (Laptev
et al., 2016) can efficiently handle nuisance variations in the
input image caused by rotation or scaling. The layer accu-
mulates all of the branches of activations caused by multiple
transformed versions of the original input image and takes
the maximum. The maximum allows the following fully
connected layer to choose transformation invariant features.
RIFD-CNN (Cheng et al., 2016) introduces two extra layers:
a rotation-invariant layer and a Fisher discriminative layer.
The rotation-invariant layer enforces rotation invariance on
features. The Fisher discriminative layer makes the features
to have small within-class scatter but large between-class
separation. It uses several rotated versions of an input image
for training. These approaches often result in a significant
slowdown due to their computational complexities.
Another way is transforming input images or feature maps.
Polar Transformer Networks (PTN) (Carlos Esteves, 2018)
combines ideas from the Spatial Transformer Network and
canonical coordinate representations. PTN consists of a po-
lar origin predictor, a polar transformer module, and a classi-
fier to achieve invariance to translations and equivariance to
the group of dilations/rotations. Polar Coordinate CNN (PC-
CNN) (Jiang & Mei, 2019) transforms input images to polar
coordinates to achieve rotation-invariant feature learning.
The overall structure of the model is identical to traditional
CNNs except that it adopts the center loss function to learn
rotation-invariant features. PC-CNN outperforms AlexNet,
TI-Pooling, and Ri-CNN (Cheng et al., 2016) on a rotated
image classification test when the trained dataset is also
rotation-augmented. Amorim et al. (Amorim et al., 2018)
and Remmelzwaal et al. (Remmelzwaal et al., 2019) ana-
lyze the effectiveness of applying the log-polar coordinate
conversion to input images. Both of the approaches focus
on the property that the global rotation of the original image
becomes translation in the log-polar coordinate system.
Finally, by transforming convolution filters (Schmidt &
Roth, 2012; Sohn & Lee, 2012; Gens & Domingos, 2014;
Dieleman et al., 2015; Cohen & Welling, 2016; Dieleman
et al., 2016; Marcos et al., 2016; Worrall et al., 2017), we
can give invariance properties to CNN models. Sohn and
Lee (Sohn & Lee, 2012) propose a transformation-invariant
restricted Boltzmann machine. It achieves the invariance
of feature representation using probabilistic MAX pool-
ing. Schmidt and Roth (Schmidt & Roth, 2012) propose
a general framework for incorporating transformation in-
variance into product models. It predicts how feature ac-
tivations change as the input image is being transformed.
SymNet (Gens & Domingos, 2014) forms feature maps
over arbitrary symmetry groups. It applies learnable filter-
based pooling operations to achieve invariance to such sym-
metries. Dieleman et al. (Dieleman et al., 2015) exploit
rotation symmetry by rotating feature maps to solve the
galaxy morphology problem. Dieleman et al. (Dieleman
et al., 2016) further extend this idea to cyclic symmetries.
G-CNN (Cohen & Welling, 2016) shows how CNNs can
be generalized to exploit larger symmetry groups includ-
ing rotations and reflections. Marcos et al. (Marcos et al.,
2016) propose a method for learning discriminative filters
in a shallow CNN. They tie the weights of groups of fil-
ters to several rotated versions of the canonical filter of the
group to extract rotation-invariant features. Harmonic Net-
works (Worrall et al., 2017) achieve rotational invariance
by replacing regular CNN filters with harmonics. These
approaches of transforming convolution filters have a lim-
itation that it is not easy to adapt the mechanism into the
structure of existing models.
CyCNN does not use data augmentation nor transform con-
volution filters. While it applies a polar conversion to in-
put images, it replaces the original convolutional layers
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with cylindrical convolutional layers to extend their recep-
tive field. There do exist some recent studies (Carlos Es-
teves, 2018; Jiang & Mei, 2019; Amorim et al., 2018; Rem-
melzwaal et al., 2019) to apply a polar conversion to input
images. However, none of them considers the cylindrical
property of the polar representation.
3. Invariances of CNNs
There are typically six types of layers in the deep CNN ar-
chitecture: an input layer, convolution layers, non-linearity
(ReLU) layers, (MAX) pooling layers, fully connected lay-
ers, and an output (Softmax) layer. Pixels in the input layer
or units in other layers are arranged in three dimensions:
width (denoted by W ), height (denoted by H), and channel
(denoted by C). Each layer before fully connected layers
maps a 3D input volume to a 3D output volume. The 3D out-
put volume is the activation of the current layer and becomes
the 3D input volume to the next layer.
Figure 2. Computing the receptive field size.
3.1. Receptive Fields
The receptive field of a unit resides in a WH slice of its
previous layer and is a maximal 2D region that affects the
activation of the unit. Any element at the outside of the
receptive field does not affect the unit (Luo et al., 2016).
The receptive field of a unit in a specific layer (not the layer
to which the unit belongs) resides in aWH slice of the layer
and is the maximal region that can possibly affect the unit’s
activation.
Suppose that a unit in the (i + 1)th layer has a wi × hi
receptive field in the ith layer. Also, the ith layer has a
wKi × hKi filter with strides of sWi in width and sHi in
height. Then, the unit has a wi−1 × hi−1 receptive field in
the (i− 1)th layer in the following manner:
wi−1 = sWi · wi + wKi − sWi
hi−1 = sHi · hi + hKi − sHi
For example, assume that a unit has a 3×3 receptive field in
its previous layer, and that the previous layer has a 3×3 filter
with strides of sW = 3 and sH = 2. Then, the unit will
have a 9× 7 receptive field in its previous layer as shown
in Figure 2. Similarly, we can compute the input-image
receptive field of a unit in any layer.
Deep CNN models increase the size of a unit’s input-image
receptive field by adding more convolutional and pooling
layers. However, units located at the boundaries of a WH
slice have a much smaller input-image receptive field than
units in the middle of the slice.
3.2. Invariances
A function h is equivariant to a transformation g of input x
if a corresponding transformation g′ of the output h(x) can
be found for all input x, i.e., h(g(x)) = g′(h(x)). When
g′ is an identity function, h is invariant to g (Schmidt &
Roth, 2012; Cohen & Welling, 2016; Dieleman et al., 2016).
An invariant transformation is also equivariant, but not vice
versa.
CNN models are known to be able to automatically extract
invariant features to translation and small rotation/scaling
using three mechanisms: local receptive fields, parameter
sharing, and pooling.
Pooling layers are approximately invariant to small trans-
lation, rotation, and scaling. In other words, pooling lay-
ers provide CNN models with spatial invariance to small
changes in feature positions because of their filter size and
selection mechanism.
Sliding window and parameter sharing mechanisms in a
convolutional layer make each unit to have a small local
receptive field (the same size as its filter) that sweeps the
input volume, resulting in translation equivariance of the
convolutional layer. Thus, each unit in the same channel of
the layer detects the same feature irrespective of the posi-
tion. However, the resulting feature map is not translation
invariant.
Even though a convolutional layer is not translation invari-
ant, it builds up higher-level features by combining lower-
level features. After going through the deep hierarchy of
convolutional and pooling layers, a CNN model can capture
more complex features. That is, each pooling layer in the
hierarchy picks up more complex features because of the
previous convolutional layers, and its spatial invariance to
small changes in feature positions is amplified because of
the previous pooling layers.
As a result, the last pooling layer captures the highest-level
features and has the strongest spatial invariance among the
convolutional and pooling layers. Moreover, for a unit in the
last pooling layer, the deep hierarchy makes its input-image
receptive field to be the biggest. Thus, the deep hierarchy of
convolutional and pooling layers enables the CNN model to
integrate features over a large spatial extent in the original
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input image and to have moderate translation invariance.
Using a polar coordinate system and the cylindrically sliding
window mechanism, CyCNN exploits and enhances such
moderate translation invariance that already exists in CNN
models.
4. Achieving Rotational Invariance
CyCNN exploits the moderate translation invariance prop-
erty of CNNs to achieve rotation invariance. CyCNN con-
verts the rotation of an input image to a translation by con-
verting the Cartesian representation of the input image to
the polar representation. Then, it applies the cylindrically
sliding window (CSW) mechanism to convolutional layers
to maximize the existing translation invariance of CNNs.
4.1. Polar Coordinate System
We assume each pixel in an input image is a point in the
Cartesian coordinate system without having any physical
area occupied by itself. A point (x, y) in the Cartesian
coordinate system is converted to a point (ρ, φ) in the polar
coordinate system as follows:
ρ =
√
x2 + y2
φ =

arctan( y
x
) if x > 0 and y ≥ 0
pi
2
if x = 0 and y > 0
pi + arctan( y
x
) if x < 0 and y ≥ 0
pi + arctan( y
x
) if x < 0 and y < 0
3pi
2
if x = 0 and y < 0
2pi + arctan( y
x
) if x > 0 and y < 0
undefined if x = 0 and y = 0
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Converting the Cartesian coordinate system to the polar
coordinate system. The concentric circles in the Cartesian co-
ordinate system in (a) are mapped to vertical lines in the polar
coordinate system in (b).
Rotation in the Cartesian coordinate system become verti-
cal translation in the polar coordinate system. For exam-
ple, A point p = (xp, yp) (colored in red) in the Cartesian
coordinate system in Figure 3 (a) corresponds to a point
p = (ρp, φp) in the polar coordinate system in (b). A point
p′ in Figure 3 (a) is obtained after rotating a point p around
the origin (0, 0) by φp′ − φp radians. The polar coordinate
conversion maps p to a point p′ = (ρp′ , φp′) in (b). Since
ρp′ = ρp, the rotation becomes translation along the φ axis
by φp′ − φp radians in (b). Note that vertical translation in
polar coordinate system can go over the boundary of the
image. Rotation of the point q = (xq, yq) (colored in blue)
in Figure 3 (a) shows the case. Since the rotation crosses
the (x > 0, y = 0) ray in the Cartesian coordinate system,
its vertical translation in polar coordinate system goes over
the φ = 2pi boundary as shown in Figure 3 (b).
The log-polar coordinate system is exactly the same as the
polar coordinate system except that it takes a logarithm
when calculating the distance from the origin. The calcula-
tion of ρ changes into ρ = log(
√
x2 + y2). The log-polar
representation of an image is inspired by the structure of the
human eye and is widely used in various vision tasks (Traver
& Bernardino, 2010; Hotta et al., 1998).
4.2. Input Image Conversion
In CyCNN, an input image is first converted to the polar or
log-polar representation. Assuming that the object is placed
at the center of the image, we take the center of the input
image as the origin. The origin becomes the point on the
bottom left corner in the polar and log-polar representations.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. Polar and log-polar representations of an image. The red
circle in (a) shows the bounding circle that indicates the maximum
radius (ρmax) of the polar coordinate. This circle is transformed
to a straight line in polar and log-polar representations as shown in
(b) and (c).
Figure 4 shows an example of polar and log-polar represen-
tations of an image. The polar representation already has
some distortion. This is inevitable because the central and
outer sections of the original image cannot preserve their
area in the converted image. Furthermore, we see that the
log-polar representation of the image is more distorted be-
cause the logarithm makes the central section of the original
image to occupy more area.
Note that we cannot exactly map each pixel in the original
image to a pixel in the polar representation because each
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pixel physically occupies a space. Hence, to avoid the alias-
ing problem that frequently occurs in image conversion, we
use the bilinear interpolation technique.
The maximum radius (ρmax) in the polar representation is a
configurable parameter in the Cartesian to polar coordinate
conversion. That is, we can vary the size of bounding circle
of the original image. An example of the bounding circle
is shown in Figure 4 (a). In this paper, we set the size of
the bounding circle to maximally fit in the original image as
shown in Figure 4 (a).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5. Images in the top row are generated by rotating the image
in (a) by (b) 90◦, (c) 180◦, and (d) 270◦. Their corresponding polar
coordinate representations are at the bottom row.
Another example of the Cartesian to polar coordinate con-
version is shown in Figure 5. The top row of Figure 5
shows the results of a lion image rotated by 90◦, 180◦, and
270◦ in the Cartesian representation. The bottom row shows
corresponding polar representations of them. We see that
rotations in the Cartesian representation become cyclic ver-
tical translations in the polar representation.
4.3. Cylindrically Sliding Windows
As mentioned before, a CNN model can integrate features
over a large spatial extent in the original input image. This
is because the deep hierarchy of convolution and pooling
layers makes the effective receptive field of each unit bigger.
It also allows the CNN model to have moderate translation
invariance.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6. The effect of the input-image receptive field of a unit in
CyCNN. (a) is the original image in the polar representation. (b),
(c) and (d) are created by rotating the original image by 90◦, 180◦
and 270◦ respectively.
The input to CyCNN is an image that is in the polar rep-
resentation. Consider the images (a), (b), (c), and (d) in
Figure 6. (a) is the original image represented in the polar
coordinate system. (b), (c) and (d) are images created by
rotating the original image by 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ before
represented in the polar coordinate system. The red rect-
angle is the input-image receptive field of a unit in some
pooling layer. When a CNN model is trained with the image
in (a), the unit captures and learns important features (pair
of eyes in this example) in the lion’s face. However, when
the 270◦-rotated image in (d) is used as a test image, the
CNN model may not recognize it as a lion because the two
eyes are too far apart. Even if the receptive field captures the
two eyes, the CNN model might not be able to infer them as
the two eyes because their relative positions are switched.
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Figure 7. Cylindrically Sliding Windows (CSW) in CyCNN.
To solve this problem, we propose cylindrically sliding win-
dows (CSW) for units in convolutional layers. We call such
a convolutional layer a cylindrical convolutional layer (a
CyConv layer in short). The CSW is illustrated in Figure 7.
Instead of performing zero padding at the top and bottom
boundaries of the input to the convolutional layer, pixels
in the first row (row 0) are copied to the boundary at the
bottom, and pixels in the last row (row 7) are copied to the
boundary at the top of the input. As usual, zero padding is
applied to the left and right boundaries of the input. This
process is the same as rolling the input vertically to make
the top boundary and the bottom boundary meet together.
Rolling the input in this way results in a cylinder-shaped
input. The CyConv layer cyclically scans the surface of the
cylindrical input with its filter.
What essentially CSW is doing is vertically extending the
size of a boundary unit’s receptive field in the original input
image. Conceptually, CSW wraps around the input and pro-
vides it to each convolutional layer. By combining the CSW
with the deep hierarchy of convolutional and pooling layers,
CyCNN captures more relationships between features.
4.4. Converting a CNN to a CyCNN
We can transform any CNN model into a CyCNN model
easily by applying the Cartesian to polar coordinate conver-
sion to the input image and by replacing every convolutional
layer into a CyConv layer. Most of conventional CNNs use
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convolutional layers with paddings of size 1, which makes
input and output feature maps have the sameWH size. This
allows us to keep all other layers in the same configuration.
Since CyConv layers only extend the size of the boundary
unit’s receptive field, a CyCNN model has exactly the same
amount of learnable parameters as the corresponding origi-
nal CNN model. Also, optimizations used in convolutional
layers, such as the Winograd convolution algorithm (Lavin
& Gray, 2016), can be applied to CyConv layers. The
Cartesian to polar coordinate conversion takes only a small
portion of overall computation. Hence, the CyCNN model
requires the same amount of memory and runs at almost the
same speed as the original CNN model.
4.5. Cylindrical Winograd Convolution
(A)	Zero-padded	input	image
(B)	Re-padded	input	image
considering	CSW
(a)	Data	tiles	of	Winograd	algorithm
(b)	Data	tiles	of	CyWino	algorithm
...
...
Figure 8. Data tiling phases of the Winograd algorithm and the
CyWino algorithm.
To train CyCNN in a reasonable time frame, we propose
to implement a CyConv layer using the Winograd algo-
rithm (Lavin & Gray, 2016). We call this layer a cylinderical
Winograd convolutional layer (a CyWino layer in short).
The Winograd algorithm consists of five steps; (1) 4x4 tiles
are fetched with the stride of 2 from the padded input image
(i.e., the data tiling phase), (2) 3x3 filters are fetched, (3)
both input tiles and filters are transformed into 4x4 Wino-
grad tiles, (4) element-wise multiplications are performed,
and (5) the results are transformed to the output features.
The CyWino layer performs the same computation as that
of the original Winograd convolution layer except for the
first step.
Figure 8 describes the difference between the Winograd
algorithm and the CyWino algorithm. In this example, a
small, 4 × 4, zero-padded input image is assumed to be
convolved with a 3 × 3 filter, where the padding size is 1
((A)). In this case, we fetch four 4 × 4 tiles as shown in
the figure ((a)). In the case of CyWino, we fill the padding
considering the nature of CSW to generate a new padded
input ((B)) and fetches 4x4 tiles as usual ((b)). The rest
of the computations are the same as those of the original
Winograd algorithm.
5. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate CyCNN using four image
datasets: MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), Street View House
Numbers (SVHN) (Netzer et al., 2011), CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, 2009). We are aiming at show-
ing the effectiveness of the polar mapping and cylindrically
sliding windows by comparing CyCNN models with con-
ventional CNN models.
5.1. CNN Models
We take VGG19 (with batch normalization) (Simonyan &
Zisserman, 2015) and ResNet56 (He et al., 2016) as our
baseline models. By applying the polar transformation to
the input image and replacing convolutional layers with
CyConv layers, we obtain CyVGG19 and CyResNet56
models. Suffixes -P and -LP indicate that input images
are transformed into polar and log-polar representations,
respectively.
5.2. Datasets
MNIST. The MNIST dataset (LeCun et al., 1998) is an im-
age database of handwritten digits. It consists of a training
set of 60,000 images and a test set of 10,000 images. The
digits in the images have been size-normalized and centered
in a fixed-size 28× 28 image. To match the size of images
with other datasets, every image is resized to 32× 32.
SVHN. The Street View House Numbers (Netzer et al.,
2011) (SVHN) dataset consists of over 600,000 32 × 32
color images of house numbers in Google Street View. The
training set consists of 75237 images, and the test set con-
sists of 26032 images. Remaining images are extra training
data that are not used in this experiment. Unlike the MNIST
dataset, digits 6 and 9 are hardly distinguishable if images
are rotated. Thus, we treat these two digits as the same at
training/testing.
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The CIFAR-10
dataset (Krizhevsky, 2009) consists of 60,000 32 × 32
colour images in 10 classes with 6,000 images per class.
There are 50,000 training images (5,000 for each class)
and 10,000 test images (1,000 images for each class) in
CIFAR-10. The CIFAR-100 dataset is the same as the
CIFAR-10 dataset except that it has 100 image classes.
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Thus, there are 500 training images and 100 test images for
each class in CIFAR-100.
In every dataset, 10% of the training set is used as the vali-
dation set. The only additional preprocessing we perform
on input images is normalization.
5.3. Implementation
We use PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) library to implement
and evaluate models. We manually implement CyConv
layers in CUDA (NVIDIA Corporation, 2010) to train Cy-
CNN models on GPUs. We integrate the CUDA kernels
into PyTorch. We use OpenCV (Bradski, 2000) library to
implement image rotation and the polar coordinate conver-
sion.
We manually implement the CyWino layer as well. When
we use the CyWino layer, training CyVGG19 (Simonyan &
Zisserman, 2015) becomes 15× faster compared to the case
of using CyConv layer.
When we manually implement the convolution layer us-
ing the original Winograd convolution algorithm and check
its execution time, it is almost the same as that of Cy-
Wino layer. The CyWino algorithm can be integrated into
highly optimized Winograd convolution implementations
(e.g. cuDNN) as well only with negligible overhead.
5.4. Training and Testing
We train every model using the Stochastic Gradient Descent
optimizer with weight decay=1×10−5 and momentum=0.9.
The cross-entropy loss is used to compare the output with
the label. The learning rate is set to the initial value of 0.05,
then it is reduced by half whenever the validation loss does
not decrease for 5 epochs. Training completes if there is no
validation accuracy improvement for 15 epochs.
In every experiment, models are tested with a rotated version
of each dataset. That is, each image in the datasets is rotated
by a random angle between [0◦, 360◦). Rotated datasets
are denoted as MNIST-r, and SVHN-r, CIFAR-10-r, and
CIFAR-100-r.
We train each model with four different types of training data
augmentation. No augmentation (original dataset), rotation
(suffixed with -r), translation (suffixed with -t), and rota-
tion+translation (suffixed with -rt). Rotation augmentation
in training is done in the same way as the test dataset. The
translation augmentation randomly translates each image
vertically by at most quarter of the height of the image and
horizontally by at most quarter of the width of the image.
All experiments are done without any extensive hyper-
parameter tuning nor fine-tuning of each model. We checked
that we can obtain stable test accuracy for multiple training
runs.
5.5. Accuracy
Table 1. Test accuracies on rotated datasets. Models are trained
with original datasets without any data augmentation.
Train Dataset MNIST SVHN CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Test Dataset MNIST-r SVHN-r CIFAR-10-r CIFAR-100-r
VGG19 47.20% 36.12% 32.56% 16.73%
VGG19-P 55.53% 43.24% 38.21% 19.96%
VGG19-LP 55.38% 44.76% 37.3% 18.14%
CyVGG19-P 85.49% 79.77% 57.58% 29.76%
CyVGG19-LP 82.90% 73.91% 55.94% 28.32%
ResNet56 44.11% 35.34% 32.05% 17.00%
ResNet56-P 58.95% 50.39% 38.74% 21.26%
ResNet56-LP 59.55% 48.95% 37.54% 20.06%
CyResNet56-P 96.71% 80.25% 61.27% 34.10%
CyResNet56-LP 96.84% 76.71% 57.08% 29.15%
Table 1 shows the classification accuracies of the models
trained with original datasets without any data augmenta-
tion. Applying the polar coordinate conversion to input
images increase classification accuracies in both VGG19
and ResNet56 models. It shows that applying the polar
mapping to the input images is beneficial to conventional
CNN models. CyCNN significantly improves classification
accuracies by exploiting the cylindrical property of polar
coordinates. This indicates that our approach is effective to
achieve rotational invariance in CNNs.
Table 2. Test accuracies on rotated datasets. Models are trained
with rotation-augmented training datasets.
Train Dataset MNIST-r SVHN-r CIFAR-10-r CIFAR-100-r
Test Dataset MNIST-r SVHN-r CIFAR-10-r CIFAR-100-r
VGG19 99.61% 88.70% 85.61% 57.87%
VGG19-P 99.35% 88.19% 75.88% 44.83%
VGG19-LP 98.65% 87.80% 72.03% 38.73%
CyVGG19-P 99.43% 88.16% 75.06% 41.36%
CyVGG19-LP 98.14% 87.20% 71.65% 37.16%
ResNet56 99.49% 89.35% 83.92% 57.94%
ResNet56-P 99.41% 87.87% 73.16% 41.99%
ResNet56-LP 98.71% 87.86% 68.05% 38.33%
CyResNet56-P 99.47% 87.47% 71.24% 41.94%
CyResNet56-LP 98.30% 87.21% 67.38% 37.94%
We also would like to see how training data augmentations
affect accuracies of the models. Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4
contain the experimental results.
Rotation Augmentation. A rotational augmentation of a
dataset is more beneficial to conventional CNN models be-
cause they have strength in translation but weakness in rota-
tion. As expected, CyCNN fails to improve its classification
CyCNN: A Rotation Invariant CNN
accuracy compared to the baseline CNN models. CNN-P/LP
and corresponding CyCNN models achieve almost the same
classification accuracies. This implies that the reason for
the loss of accuracies is the side-effect of the polar mapping:
translation in the original image does not remain the same
in the converted image.
Table 3. Test accuracies on translated datasets. Models are trained
with translation-augmented training datasets.
Train Dataset MNIST-t SVHN-t CIFAR-10-t CIFAR-100-t
Test Dataset MNIST-r SVHN-r CIFAR-10-r CIFAR-100-r
VGG19 46.98% 37.92% 37.15% 21.21%
VGG19-P 52.48% 46.58% 45.15% 30.08%
VGG19-LP 50.27% 49.22% 45.87% 30.13%
CyVGG19-P 80.30% 81.60% 66.12% 45.61%
CyVGG19-LP 81.69% 84.26% 67.99% 41.59%
ResNet56 46.46% 36.80% 34.68% 23.53%
ResNet56-P 58.29% 54.62% 47.80% 35.64%
ResNet56-LP 56.71% 53.49% 47.29% 32.03%
CyResNet56-P 94.07% 84.78% 68.37% 50.86%
CyResNet56-LP 96.60% 88.87% 73.23% 46.71%
Translation Augmentation. In contrast to the rotational
augmentation, a translation augmentation can benefit more
to CyCNN models because they are weak to the translation
of an object in the input image. That is, a feature in the orig-
inal image after translation does not preserve the original
shape in the polar coordinates. By comparing the results of
Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3, we see that the classification
accuracies of CyCNN models are improved significantly by
the translation augmentation. MNIST dataset is an excep-
tional case because numbers are already positioned at the
exact center of the image. Thus, the translation augmenta-
tion does not give any benefit to CyCNN for MNIST.
Table 4. Test accuracies on rotated and translated datasets. Models
are trained with rotation+translation-augmented training datasets.
Train Dataset MNIST-rt SVHN-rt CIFAR-10-rt CIFAR-100-rt
Test Dataset MNIST-r SVHN-r CIFAR-10-r CIFAR-100-r
VGG19 99.47% 93.20% 83.56% 58.93%
VGG19-P 99.29% 91.50% 81.90% 54.68%
VGG19-LP 96.83% 92.00% 80.08% 49.31%
CyVGG19-P 99.44% 92.30% 83.31% 55.22%
CyVGG19-LP 98.22% 91.70% 78.92% 51.29%
ResNet56 99.40% 90.90% 82.85% 58.27%
ResNet56-P 99.33% 88.60% 79.76% 53.97%
ResNet56-LP 97.77% 87.60% 79.11% 52.99%
CyResNet56-P 99.38% 91.60% 80.24% 51.25%
CyResNet56-LP 97.41% 91.10% 80.30% 50.78%
Rotation and Translation Augmentation. As shown in
Table 4, when both rotation and translation augmentations
are applied to the training images, CyCNN models achieve
competitive classification accuracies to the baseline CNN
models.
5.6. Parameters and Training Time
Table 5. The number of parameters and the training time per epoch
of each model on CIFAR-10 dataset. The training time is measured
on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
Model # Params Training time per epoch
VGG19 20.6M 10.1 sec
CyVGG19 20.6M 14.8 sec
ResNet56 0.85M 13.9 sec
CyResNet56 0.85M 31.6 sec
As shown in Table 5, a CyCNN model has exactly the same
number of parameters as that of its baseline CNN model.
The CyCNN models run slower than baseline CNN mod-
els, especially for ResNet56. This is because our CUDA
CyWino kernels (in CyVGG19 and CyResNet56) called by
PyTorch are not fully optimized while cuDNN Winograd
convolutions called by PyTorch in the baseline CNN models
(VGG19 and ResNet56) are fully optimized. As mentioned
earlier, we can speed up CyCNN models further by applying
more optimizations to the kernels of CyConv layers.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose CyCNN that exploits polar coordi-
nate mapping and cylindrical convolutional layers to achieve
rotational invariance in image classification tasks. Basically,
any CNN model can be converted to a CyCNN model by ap-
plying a polar mapping to the input image and by replacing
a convolutional layer with a cylindrical convolutional layer.
The experimental result indicates that when the training
dataset is not augmented, CyCNN has significantly bet-
ter rotated-image-classification accuracy than conventional
CNNs. CyCNN models still achieve competitive accuracies
when both rotation and translation augmentations applied to
the training images. To speedup computation in cylindrical
convolutional layers, we also propose a Winograd algorithm
for cylindrical convolution.
One major advantage of CyCNN is that the polar coordi-
nate conversion and cylindrical convolution can be easily
applied to any conventional CNN model without significant
slowdown nor the need for more memory. We expect further
studies to adapt CyCNN on various CNN models to enhance
rotational invariance in their tasks.
Our implementation of CyCNN is publicly available on
CyCNN: A Rotation Invariant CNN
https://github.com/mcrl/CyCNN.
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